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1. Is my well water safe to drink?  
For what contaminants should  
I test my well water?

2. Who provides  
groundwater expertise 
for teachers?

4. Where does my drinking
water come from?

3. What teaching resources  
are available?
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The pictures on the covers represent questions about  
groundwater that groundwater professionals indicate the 
public often asks or which professionals ask about ground-
water education.  These questions can be used to update 
or improve classroom curricula as well as to further define 
statewide strategies for improving public knowledge about 
groundwater.  The Minnesota Ground Water Association 
(MGWA) has identified gaps in groundwater education that 
are presented in this white paper that can be used as a  
starting point for improving citizen knowledge about  
groundwater.  The long-term desire is to have Minnesotans 
be better informed about groundwater so that they can make 
more informed decisions about managing and protecting one 
of our most valuable natural resources.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Approximately three million Minnesotans who live in  
communities rely on groundwater for drinking and the 
1.3 million who live elsewhere have wells.  Furthermore, 
groundwater recharges many lakes and streams, supports 
habitat for many plants and animals, and is a more dependable 
source of water supply than surface water.  Pumping to meet 
the water supply demands of communities, industry, agriculture, 
and mining is having an increasing impact on sustaining the 
amount of groundwater that is available locally.  About 83 
percent of community public water supplies derived from 
groundwater require some level of water-quality treatment 
(Minnesota Department of Health oral communication, 
November 2016). The natural quality of groundwater often 
requires community water suppliers and well owners to add 
treatment to reduce its hardness and to remove iron,  
manganese, arsenic, radium and other such contaminants.   
Human-caused contamination such as from fuel, solvents, 
and nutrients has impaired groundwater quality in some 
areas to the point that treatment is required to meet state  
and federal drinking water standards.  Yet, with the statewide  
dependence that Minnesotans have on groundwater, many 
lack the basic knowledge about it to make informed  
decisions that will protect its quality and quantity  
for future generations.

Wise management of Minnesota’s groundwater resources 
relies on a citizenry that is knowledgeable of basic ground-
water principles and on groundwater professionals that start 
their careers with adequate postsecondary training.  To this 
end, the Minnesota Ground Water Association (MGWA) has 
assessed potential gaps in groundwater education in  
Minnesota.  Specifically, this assessment looked into  
deficiencies in, 1) the curriculum taught in grades K-12, 
2) postsecondary graduation requirements for entry-level 
groundwater- related jobs, and 3) education goals about 
groundwater that are contained in water resources management 
strategies.  Overall, improvements made in all three areas 
would better prepare future generations of Minnesotans to 
play more active roles in wisely using and managing their 
groundwater resources. 

Currently, Minnesota’s academic standards relating to K-12 
education about groundwater only require that the hydro-
logic cycle be taught in the fourth and eighth grades.  Schools 
must focus their curricula on meeting Minnesota academic 
standards and testing requirements so that in many schools, 
teaching about groundwater is limited to the hydrologic 
cycle and nothing more.  The limitations of having only this 
academic requirement is reflected in a MGWA survey of 

groundwater professionals which indicates that the general 
public lacks knowledge about groundwater quality and what 
groundwater resources are available to them locally. Also, 
adults are uncertain about the roles that local, state, and federal 
government play in groundwater resource management and 
protection.  Revisions to Minnesota academic standards 
for science that are scheduled for the 2017-2018 school 
year could narrow gaps in groundwater knowledge so that 
today’s K-12 students may become tomorrow’s groundwater             
literate adults and better prepared to solve problems relating 
to groundwater.  

A MGWA survey of public sector and private sector  
employers indicates that no formal mechanism is in place  
for them to communicate to Minnesota’s postsecondary 
institutions the knowledge, skills, and experience that they 
require of candidates for entry-level groundwater jobs.  
Furthermore, the survey indicates that only three of the 
twelve Minnesota colleges and universities that were selected 
for review offer coursework relating to groundwater beyond 
the introductory level. This translates into many postsecond-
ary graduates from Minnesota facing stiff competition from 
better prepared graduates for entry-level groundwater jobs. 
MGWA, in consort with other professional organizations,  
has the opportunity to improve communication between  
employers and postsecondary institutions to help reduce 
these hiring problems.

Planning strategies that include education about water 
resources are documented by several organizations in the 
public sector and private sector, but either do not provide 
sufficient detail about groundwater education efforts for all 
of Minnesota’s residents or focus on target groups related to 
a management objective.  Also, there is limited coordination 
described between these strategies to promote a statewide 
approach to groundwater education.  Furthermore, imple-
mentation of strategy goals promoting statewide education 
about groundwater to all Minnesotans ranges from partially 
complete to none. MGWA has an opportunity to assist with 
developing a statewide strategy for improving groundwater 
education that builds upon previous efforts and the  
experience gained by attempting to implement them.
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Findings suggest that increasing knowledge about ground-
water could be accomplished through several avenues, such 
as changing Minnesota’s academic standards or expanding 
teacher access to education resources that are approved by 
school boards and are applicable to cross disciplinary teach-
ing methods. Support for filling the current education gaps 
appears to be widespread and MGWA could play a significant 
role by coordinating and engaging technical experts, elected 
officials, and educators within its membership.  Furthermore, 
MGWA could help improve communication between  
employers and postsecondary institutions so that  
undergraduate degree requirements may better reflect  
employer hiring requirements as much as is practical.

Finally, there are opportunities available to organizations, 
such as MGWA, that are consistent with their missions  
relating to groundwater education. In particular, MGWA 
could participate in revising Minnesota academic standards 
for science, mathematics, and social studies and demonstrate 
how groundwater principles or management issues can be 
incorporated into classroom lessons for meeting these  
standards and their benchmarks.  Also, the experience gained 
by developing this white paper can be shared with other 
professional organizations to broaden the discussion about 
current gaps in groundwater education and to develop  
approaches for eliminating them.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS  
AND ACRONYMS

Academic standard: a requirement that specifies the  
learning goals by grade level for five core areas of learning 
(arts, language arts, math, science, and social studies).  
Academic standards are defined in Minnesota Statutes  
Chapter 120B.021.

Aquifer: any water-bearing bed or stratum of earth or rock 
capable of yielding groundwater in sufficient quantities that 
can be extracted (as defined in Minnesota Rules 6115.0630)

Benchmark: specific academic knowledge and skills that 
K – 12 students need to achieve in order to meet a statewide 
academic standard. Benchmarks are legislatively defined in 
Minnesota Statutes Chapter 120B.023.

Cross-disciplinary teaching: including two or more  
academic standards and associated benchmarks in a  
lesson so that students may achieve proficiency in  
multiple standards simultaneously.

Curriculum: courses offered by an educational institution.
 
Entry-level professional-groundwater position: a job 
which includes payment for at least 1040 work hours  
annually to perform any or all of the following activities  
relating to Minnesota’s groundwater resource – 1) evaluate  
its potential as a source of water, 2) manage and protect its 
quality or quantity, 3) describe lateral and vertical changes  
in water chemistry and rates of recharge, 4) identify or esti-
mate flow direction and pathway within an aquifer and the 
hydraulic connectivity with surface water or other aquifers, 
or 5) educate others about groundwater and actions that 
they can take to preserve its quality and quantity for future 
generations. The position would 1) have minimal authority to 
make a final decision by the employer that affects groundwa-
ter resources and 2) be supervised by a groundwater-related 
position whose professional work responsibility affecting 
groundwater is recognized by either 1) licensure or  
2) education and work experience.

Finding: a statement that summarizes the facts about a 
concept or situation and was developed by a consensus of 
workgroup members.

Implication: a possible future effect that may occur by ad-
dressing a finding. 

K-12: a student who is enrolled in kindergarten through the 
twelfth grade.

Postsecondary: any education that is received beyond high 
school.

Statewide strategy for groundwater education: an 
individual strategy or a collection of coordinated strategies 
that support groundwater education throughout the state or 
within a geographic area that includes a significant portion 
of the state’s population and which may be implemented 
elsewhere.

White Paper: an article that gives an unbiased evaluation 
and treatment of a topic for informational and educational 
purposes. Ideally, a white paper will positively influence 
future quantity or quality of Minnesota’s groundwater re-
sources, interrelated resources, and their users. Typically, a 
white paper presents the technical aspects for the evaluation 
in summary form, but includes references to sources of more 
detailed information.
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AGI: American Geosciences Institute
AWWA: American Water Works Association
BSWR: Board of Soil and Water Resources
E STEM: School programs that use Environmental  
projects to emphasize Science, Technology, Engineering,  
and Mathematics 
MDA: Minnesota Department of Agriculture
MDH: Minnesota Department of Health
MGS: Minnesota Geological Survey
MGWA: Minnesota Ground Water Association
MDNR: Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
MPCA: Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

Project WET: Water Education for Teachers.  It is a program 
that provides training, interactive classroom materials, and 
technical support about water resources to classroom teach-
ers and other educators. It is an international effort that is 
coordinated in Minnesota by the Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources.
  
STEM: An interdisciplinary approach to education that uses 
a curriculum which is based upon four disciplines – Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.

USEPA: United States Environmental Protection Agency

USGS: United States Geological Survey
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1. Problem Statement and Definition 

A workgroup was established by the MGWA Board of Direc-
tors to investigate the extent to which, 1) Minnesotans lack 
general knowledge about Minnesota’s groundwater resourc-
es, and 2) employers and postsecondary educational institu-
tions in Minnesota identify the core curriculum needed for 
graduates to fill entry-level professional-groundwater jobs. 
Given the dependence that Minnesotans currently have on 
groundwater and the likelihood that it will become even 
more important in the future, it would be prudent to ensure 
that today’s students, who will become tomorrow’s decision-
makers and property owners, gain better insight into how to 
properly manage and protect our groundwater resources.

In particular, this white paper has the following objectives-

• Identify the basic level of knowledge about groundwater 
that high school graduates should have to function as 
informed citizens when groundwater management issues 
may impact them.  

• Describe the gap in current K-12 education requirements 
that limit a high school graduate’s ability to meet the 
above objective and identify potential options for filling 
this gap.

• Identify the core curriculum and skills that a postsecond-
ary student who is majoring in a groundwater-related 
field should have to meet the needs of public sector and 
private sector employers.

• Describe the gap in postsecondary education that ham-
pers Minnesota’s college graduates from being hired for 
in-state entry-level professional-groundwater positions.

• Incorporate the findings from the other four objectives 
into a discussion of alternatives that may be used individ-
ually or incorporated into a statewide strategy for closing 
the groundwater education gap in Minnesota.  

The primary audiences for this white paper are K-12 and 
postsecondary educators, decision makers who affect natural 
resources education, and the general public.

2. Background Research 

Approximately three million Minnesotans who live in com-
munities rely on groundwater for drinking and the 1.3 million 
who live elsewhere have wells.  Furthermore, groundwater 
recharges many lakes and streams, supports habitat for many 

plants and animals, and is a more dependable source of water 
supply than surface water.  Pumping to meet the water sup-
ply demands of communities, industry, agriculture, and min-
ing is having an increasing impact on sustaining the amount 
of groundwater that is available locally.  About 83 percent of 
community public water supplies derived from groundwater 
require some level of water-quality treatment (Minnesota 
Department of Health oral communication, November 2016). 
The natural quality of groundwater commonly requires com-
munity water suppliers and well owners to add treatment to 
reduce its hardness and to remove iron, manganese, arse-
nic, radium and other such contaminants.  Human-caused 
contamination such as from fuel, solvents, and nutrients has 
impaired groundwater quality in some areas to the point that 
treatment is required to meet state and federal drinking wa-
ter standards.  Yet, with the statewide dependence that Min-
nesotans have on groundwater, many lack the basic knowl-
edge about it to make informed decisions that will protect its 
quality and quantity for future generations.

Although K-12 and postsecondary students are the principal 
focus groups for this white paper, gaps in adult education 
and opportunities to address them were often identified by 
subject area experts, education and strategy documents, and 
the results of the two surveys conducted by the workgroup.  
Therefore, the following discussion includes some mention 
of gaps in adult education as well as the availability of a state-
wide strategy for educating Minnesotans about groundwater. 

K-12 Education 
Identifying what gap exists in current K-12 education about 
groundwater was accomplished by determining what stu-
dents are currently taught about Minnesota’s groundwater 
resources and comparing these results to questions adults 
commonly ask about groundwater.  If today’s students are re-
ceiving the information to answer questions asked by adults, 
then these questions may largely disappear when today’s 
students become adults. 
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Table 1 summarizes the current Minnesota academic require-
ments for teaching K-12 students, specifically as the require-
ments pertain to groundwater.   Although state requirements 
to teach students about groundwater are limited to under-
standing the hydrologic cycle, teachers and school boards 
have the discretion to use it as a focus in cross-disciplinary 
teaching.  For example, the hydrologic cycle could be used to 
show its effects upon fishing, water purification, or ground-
water quality and availability. The first academic standard 
listed in Table1 provides an example of an opportunity for 
cross-disciplinary teaching using groundwater. 

Educators have access to a large amount of groundwater-
oriented educational materials, workshops, and teaching 
programs that are offered by the public and private sectors.  
Appendix 2.1 presents a listing of these teaching assets which 
could provide a foundation for increasing K-12 student un-
derstanding of groundwater. 

The teachers who were interviewed indicated that a lack 
of lesson plans or teaching aids are not reasons why more 
subject matter about groundwater is not taught.   Rather, 
groundwater-related teaching resources are currently used 
only when a specific teacher or school decides to use them 
because most of the subject matter contained in them is not 
required to be taught in the classroom.  More commonly, 
teachers indicate that they teach to the standard (i.e., focus-
ing on the water cycle) because that is all they have time for.  

Survey of Questions Adults Ask about Groundwater 
In the fall of 2015, an online survey was offered to MGWA 
members as well as others whose jobs include answering 
questions from the public about groundwater. Appendix 2.2 
presents the questions posted to respondents and the crite-
ria that were used to assess the responses. Figure 1 shows 
survey results relative to the four principal groups in which 
the questions were presented.  Overall, respondents indicated 
that questions regarding groundwater quality were the most 
frequently asked, followed by questions about data collection 
and research and general questions. Respondents indicated 
that questions about groundwater quantity were asked least 
frequently. 

The interest in groundwater quality that is shown in Figure 1 
is also reflected in the types of questions that the public asks 
staff from the MDH and the MPCA at the Minnesota State 
Fair (MDH 2014, oral communication). Many of these ques-
tions indicate a lack of knowledge about groundwater quality 
and the impacts of contamination on drinking water. There-
fore, it appears that future efforts to expand K-12 education 
about groundwater could start by emphasizing groundwater 
quality and potential impacts on it from land- and water-use.

Table 1. Minnesota academic requirements that include groundwater
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Figure 1.  Summary of how often groundwater professionals are  
asked by the public the listed questions  

Postsecondary Education 
Table 2 summarizes the number of groundwater-related  
courses and degrees that are offered by the Minnesota’s  
colleges and universities which were selected to be  
representative of undergraduate groundwater education.   
The information sources used to prepare it are described in  
Appendix 3.1.  Some of the postsecondary institutions in sur-
rounding states are shown for comparison, but the number is 
limited because a comprehensive assessment was beyond the 
scope of this effort. Only earth science, geological engineering, 
or environmental science degrees were selected due to time 
constraints for preparing the white paper. It is noteworthy that 
St. Cloud State University has recently expanded its emphasis 
on coursework and has established a hydrology degree option. 
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Table 2. Comparison of postsecondary coursework and degree programs in minnesota and selected surrounding states

Nine of the twelve postsecondary schools in Minnesota listed 
in Table 2 offer a limited number of groundwater related 
courses for undergraduate student degrees.  The other three 
are on par with the number of courses that are offered by the 
seven representative schools in surrounding states.

For some industries, such as water-well contractors, there are 
no postsecondary institutions from which they obtain can-
didates for entry-level professional-groundwater positions.  
Employees learn by on-the-job training and the skills they 
learn are set by the needs of the individual employer.  This 
training pathway was not addressed by this white paper. 

Survey of Employer Hiring Requirements 
An online survey of the coursework, training, or skills that 
employers require for entry-level professional-groundwater 
positions was offered by the white paper work group to  
public sector and private sector employers. Details of the  
survey are provided in Appendix 3.2. Groundwater-related 
positions at colleges and universities generally require 
advanced degrees (typically a PhD) and advanced training 
or experience.  As such, academic institutions do not hire 
entry-level professional-groundwater positions as defined in 
this white paper and were not included in the list of potential 
employers to whom the survey was distributed.
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Figure 2 summarizes the course work, skills, and experience 
responses from employers.  Appendix 3.2 presents the details 
regarding the survey and the significance of the survey data.  
Fifteen responses from an estimated 70 potential candidates 
were received (eight from the private sector and seven from 
the public sector).  Despite the low response rate, the results 
provide insight into the current employer hiring require-
ments for entry-level professional-groundwater jobs.

Survey responses indicate:

• Nearly three quarters of the respondents (73%) said that 
a bachelor’s degree is required compared to a master’s 
degree;

• Skills relating to data collection, interpretation, process-
ing, and presentation are as important as those relating 
to the physical sciences and mathematics; and

• Report writing skills are essential and ranked fifth 
behind general hydrology, groundwater theory, general 
chemistry, and physical geology.

The 11 topics that at least half of the employers identified as 
required knowledge or skills were compared to the course-
work descriptions obtained from the 12 Minnesota colleges 
and universities chosen for this assessment (Table 2).   
Although most schools address employer requirements for 
undergraduate degrees, there are some potential gaps which 
may affect hiring:

• Teaching database data entry skills could not be deter-
mined from online course descriptions so it was not pos-
sible to determine whether a gap exists without further 
investigation;

• Only five of the 12 postsecondary schools specifically 
mention teaching groundwater flow modeling; and

• Only three of the 12 postsecondary schools specifically 
mention teaching well-data collection and verification.

Figure 2. 
Employer survey respondents’ ranking of 
skills required for entry-level 
professional-groundwater jobs
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Employers indicated the following regarding communication 
with postsecondary institutions:

• A slight majority (53%) of the employers indicated that 
they have at least some communication with postsecond-
ary institutions primarily through alumni organizations 
or job postings; and

• Of the communication options offered to respondents, 
meeting face-to face (53%) and forums (47%) were  
preferred over conducting a survey (33%) or to other 
ideas presented by the respondents (27%).

Statewide Groundwater Education 
Strategy
Strategies were researched from several state agencies and 
water-related organizations to better understand interests 
and planned actions for groundwater education. Education 
strategies identify various groups of people using different 
technical material, as detailed in Appendix 4.2. Figure 3  
summarizes documented statewide strategies for  
groundwater education based upon the, 1) criteria  
listed in Appendix 4.1, 2) range of student types, and 
 3) approximate population identified.  

The University of Minnesota Water Sustainability Frame-
work addressed all criteria targeting K-12 students, citizens, 
and professional students, but the strategy remains to be 
implemented. No formal policy changes have occurred to 
improve water education and public engagement since the 
release of this document.  However, the University of  
Minnesota Water Resources Center held an all-day work-
shop in 2013 for Minnesota legislators. This workshop 
focused on issues and policies to increase the understanding 
about groundwater by our decision makers (University of 
Minnesota, 2013).  Several strategies are fully implemented, 
but focus on specific audiences. The MDA Nutrient  
Management Plan focuses on nutrient-fertilizer applicators. 
The partnership between the MDH and the Minnesota Section 
of the American Water Works Association partnership focuses 
on K-12 teachers, and the Science Museum of Minnesota  
focuses on K-12 students and the public. Many strategies, 
however, have limited descriptions specifically for ground-
water education and have not been fully implemented.  
Detailed information for all strategies is included in  
Appendix 4.2.

Several local organizations addressed groundwater education 
directly for adults that did not meet the measures for inclu-
sion in Figure 3.  Examples included programs for watershed 
and conservation districts, and Twin Cities Metropolitan 
conservation groups (Appendix 2.1).
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Figure 3. Summary of documented statewide strategies for groundwater education. [A relative score, in which 4 is the highest, is used to indicate 
the degree to which the review criteria have either been implemented or address all strategic goals. For example, a strategy that targets k-12, 
teachers, and adults would score 3. A strategy that targets about half of Minnesota population, such as greater Minnesota, would score 2.  The 
number of strategy-attainment criteria for within organization and partnership (4 of each defined in appendix 4.1) Is reflected by the score. A 
strategy that is fully implemented in function and funding would score a 4]

3. Findings

Findings of this white paper were developed from a synthesis 
of public information or by the workgroup through online 
surveys. They are presented according to the three main 
focus areas of the white paper.

K-12 Education
1.  Minnesota’s state education standards require that fourth 
and eighth grade students understand the hydrologic cycle, 
but require nothing else be taught about groundwater at any 
grade level. Therefore, K-12 students receive limited ground-
water education because teaching priorities are set to meet 
statewide academic standards.

2.  Assessment testing of K-12 students (the Minnesota  
Comprehensive Assessment) is based upon Minnesota  
academic standards and is limited to evaluating whether  
students understand the hydrologic cycle. Therefore, there  
is no statewide requirement or incentive for students to 
understand other aspects about groundwater beyond the 
hydrologic cycle in order to graduate from high school.

3.  MGWA survey results indicate that the public has the most 
questions about groundwater quality.  Therefore, it may be 
beneficial if future educational initiatives start with expand-
ing knowledge about groundwater quality and the impacts 
that result from land and water uses. 
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4.  Although individual teachers or schools have access to 
some very good teaching resources that can be used for 
expanding groundwater education in school curricula (Ap-
pendix 2.1), these resources may be unknown or unavailable 
if not approved by the school district. Each of these teaching 
resources has a different “twist” on groundwater and surface 
water which may provide the diversity needed to meet indi-
vidual teacher needs and the school district expectations.  A 
centralized clearinghouse could allow easier access to these 
resources for teachers and school boards to evaluate and use. 

5.  Any effort to expand student understanding about ground-
water in Minnesota schools must be integrated with state 
education standards and benchmarks that are defined in state 
statute.  Education-expansion efforts must recognize the 
challenges that teachers and school boards face to meet all 
of the state education standards and benchmarks as well as 
meeting achievement testing goals that are defined by state 
and federal governments. These challenges greatly affect the 
time and resources that can be allocated to teaching each 
subject in the classroom.  Also, the curriculum that is offered 
within a school district is based, in part, on the subject  
matter and teaching methods emphasized by individual 
school boards. 

6.  Gaps in science education occur across Minnesota and the 
science classes offered and curriculum taught vary dramati-
cally from district to district, as well as from school to school.  
Science classes meet the minimum standards in most schools 
but some schools teach science at every grade level with an 
environmental or STEM focus. School resources (i.e.,  
teachers and funding) are inconsistent between districts.   
Schools in larger districts appear to have more resources  
and offer greater variety and depth of subject matter  
in science curriculum.

7.  There is a persistent shortage of science teachers (KARE 
11, 2016) which may contribute to the groundwater educa-
tion gap (i.e. a lack of teachers who are comfortable with the 
subject matter may limit teaching of that subject).  However, 
cross-disciplinary teaching was stressed by several of the 
topic area experts as well as classroom teachers who were 
interviewed. Developing lessons and classroom materi-
als that have groundwater as the focus may be a means to 
incorporate groundwater education in the classroom. For 
example, groundwater management and technical analysis 
of groundwater data are conducive to being incorporated 
into lessons that address Minnesota academic standards in 
Science and Engineering, Mathematics, and Social Studies. 
Cross-disciplinary teaching that includes groundwater could 

first be developed for the fourth and eighth grades but could 
be expanded to include all grade levels.

8.  Many schools and districts are presented with issues 
larger than groundwater or science education gaps, such as 
transient students, English as a second language, inconsis-
tent education levels, private-public discrepancies, poverty, 
lack of technology and internet access, homelessness, and 
hunger. Therefore, future efforts to prepare materials relat-
ing to groundwater education must reflect these educational 
challenges as well as draw from student experiences with 
groundwater such as with home wells, youth group projects, 
news about local groundwater contamination or water-sup-
ply problems.  It will require the involvement of a broad spec-
trum of expertise to be successful in developing or expanding 
educational materials relating to groundwater. 

Postsecondary Education
1.  Review of the undergraduate degree requirements for the 
12 Minnesota colleges and universities that were selected for 
assessment shows that nine offer limited coursework related 
to groundwater.  The other three are on par with the number 
of courses offered by the seven colleges and universities from 
surrounding states that were selected to be representative of 
external undergraduate degree requirements.  

2.  Three quarters of the employers who responded to the 
MGWA survey indicated that a bachelor’s degree is the mini-
mum required for an entry-level professional-groundwater 
position at their organizations.  Therefore, it benefits stu-
dents, postsecondary schools, and employers to have under-
graduate graduation requirements reflect the curriculum 
and skill requirements that are specified by employers to the 
extent that this is practical.  

3.  Hiring requirements for entry-level professional-ground-
water positions in Minnesota stress report writing and data 
management skills as much as those relating to the physi-
cal sciences and mathematics.  Potential gaps in Minnesota 
undergraduate degree programs are, 1) only five of the 12 
schools offer groundwater flow modeling, 2) only three 
schools offer instruction in collecting and verifying well data, 
and 3) no schools mentioned developing student skills in 
database development and data entry, although this may be 
reflective of the level of detail provided by online  
course descriptions. 
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4.  Undergraduate degree requirements are a primary factor 
in determining the skills developed by students during their 
postsecondary education. As such, graduation requirements 
that go beyond the skills required by employers to include 
some of the desired skills, as suggested by employer feedback 
for this white paper, may increase a graduate’s competitive-
ness in the job market. Additional dialogue with those hiring 
entry-level professional-groundwater job candidates would 
help ensure that the required and desired skills of a broader 
community of employers are identified.

5.  There does not appear to be a formal mechanism in place 
for employers to communicate their coursework, skills, or 
experience requirements for entry-level professional- 
groundwater positions to Minnesota’s colleges and  
universities. Approximately half of the survey respondents 
indicate that they do not directly communicate hiring 
requirements to postsecondary institutions.  Those that do 
indicated that they communicate mostly through alumni  
organizations or by providing job postings to educators or 
staff.  Employers prefer either meeting face-to-face or  
convening a forum to discuss hiring requirements with  
postsecondary institutions over conducting a survey or  
other options such as relying on job postings.

Statewide Groundwater Education 
Strategy
1.  Review of Minnesota state agency strategic or policy plans 
indicated that, 1) they recognize the need for water educa-
tion, and 2) mention educational methods or tools available 
to the public.  However, specific mention of groundwater 
education goals and target audiences is limited, especially  
for K-12 and postsecondary students.

2.  A review of statewide strategies prepared within the 
past decade (Figure 3 and Appendix 4.2), shows that either 
groundwater education is mentioned in insufficient detail  
to specify the needs of K-12 students, postsecondary  
students, and adults or they have not been implemented.  
The Interagency Groundwater Drinking Water Group  
includes in their charter (Appendix 4.3) the need for  
statewide strategies for protecting and managing  
drinking water derived from groundwater, but  
groundwater education is not stated as part of this need.

3.  State agency efforts for educating adults about ground-
water currently are focused on either, 1) aspects of indi-
vidual programs such as the County Geologic Atlas Program 
(MDNR, MGS), the Source Water Protection Program 
(MDH), and the Nutrient Management Program (MDA), 

or 2) educating local agency staff and land use managers to 
better utilize the results of these programs (MDNR, MDH, 
and Freshwater Society). Although very good in content and 
presentation, these strategies do not address the entire adult 
population in a consistent, statewide effort to improve public 
knowledge about groundwater.

4.  Generally, there is little coordination between the state-
wide strategies relating to groundwater education with some 
exceptions, 1) coordination between the Drinking Water  
Institute Program and Project WET that targets science 
teachers, and 2) the Minnesota Water Sustainability  
Framework referred to recommendations in Greenprint  
for Minnesota: State Plan for Environmental Education,  
3rd edition.

5.  The level of understanding and knowledge needed about 
groundwater is not significantly different between the adults 
and K-12 students. Therefore, education materials that are 
developed to close current gaps in groundwater knowledge 
could serve adults as well as students.  

4. Implications of Findings

Development of this white paper was met with coopera-
tion, encouragement, and support from all of the individuals 
or organizations that provided input.  As such, the MGWA 
views the findings of this white paper as a means for focusing 
future efforts to expand the level of groundwater education 
in Minnesota.  In particular, the following implications build 
upon the findings:

• The limited scope of the current Minnesota academic 
standards and benchmarks relating to groundwater edu-
cation provides for a wide variety of options to increase 
K-12 student education about groundwater.  Essentially, 
there is a clean slate on which to develop expanded  
academic requirements.

• Providing additional accredited training for teachers or a 
forum for review of educational curricula could increase 
teacher and school board support for expanding the 
scope of groundwater education in the classroom.   
For example, MGWA members and those from other 
professional organizations could form a pool of needed 
expertise, especially if some of the time that they spend 
can be applied to their continuing education  
requirements for licensure.
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• The interest expressed by employers to improve  
communication regarding the hiring requirements  
for entry-level professional-groundwater position may 
ultimately improve the likelihood that postsecondary 
students in Minnesota will be better qualified to fill  
in-state job openings.

• The development of a statewide strategy for ground-
water education can build upon the content of existing 
water resource management strategies as well as the ex-
perience gained by efforts to implement them.  Much is 
already known regarding the educational needs of adults 
regarding groundwater. A comprehensive strategy can 
use this knowledge to identify and close the current gaps. 

5. Opportunities for Advancing  
Groundwater Education 

The following discussion focuses on what MGWA can do to 
help address Minnesota’s current gaps in groundwater edu-
cation.  Acting upon these opportunities will likely involve 
MGWA cooperating with other professional organizations, 
teacher and citizen groups, legislators, and government agen-
cies. Opportunities that may develop over the next several 
years are: 

• The Minnesota Department of Education will be revising 
state academic standards for science in 2017-2018 which 
provides MGWA an excellent opportunity to communi-
cate the findings of this white paper to the public and to 
those involved with standards revision.

• Pending the development of state academic standards 
that expand upon knowledge of groundwater, organiza-
tions such as MGWA could work with the Minnesota 
Department of Education and other interested parties 
to develop examples that demonstrate the incorpora-
tion of groundwater principles or management issues 
into academic standards for Science, Mathematics, and 
Social Studies.  Presenting these examples at conferences 
or teacher workshops would be an effective means for 
generating support for cross-disciplinary teaching using 
groundwater as the focus. 

• The information obtained for this white paper can be 
used by others to better identify the groundwater educa-
tion needs of K-12 students, postsecondary students, and 
the adult population.  Although the time constraints and 
resource limitations faced by the workgroup may have 

limited the scope of the surveys and their analyses, these 
and other surveys of a broader audience by professional 
organizations provide insight that can be used to refine 
future efforts to assess improvement in groundwater 
education in Minnesota. 

• Presentation of the white paper to other professional 
organizations may help MGWA better develop its role 
regarding groundwater education and to expand member 
involvement in supporting educators. Furthermore,  
contact with other professional groups regarding 
groundwater education identified potential collaborators 
for MGWA to partner with and increase the base of  
support for closing education gaps.
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The Postsecondary Team focused on, 1) defining the course-
work, skills, and experience needed by a postsecondary 
graduate seeking an  entry-level professional groundwater 
job in Minnesota, 2) identifying how Minnesota colleges 
and universities determine the educational requirements for 
students who wish to graduate with an undergraduate degree 
that focuses on groundwater, and 3) assessing whether any 
gaps exist between the education requirements for public 
or private sector entry-level professional-groundwater jobs 
versus current Minnesota college and university course work 
requirements for graduation.

The State Groundwater Strategy Team focused on, 1) compil-
ing a listing of current studies, reports, or statewide strate-
gies that specify groundwater education in Minnesota, 2) 
assessing whether these documents provide sufficient detail 
to identify the groundwater education needs of K-12 and 
postsecondary students or mention adult education, and  
3) assessing whether these documents identify gaps in 
groundwater education for Minnesota K-12 and  
postsecondary students.

The teams met either face-to-face or via teleconference calls 
and a chairperson was appointed for each team who reported 
progress and results at monthly workgroup meetings.  In  
addition, a Technical Review Team was established to assist 
the lead writer with organizing and editing the draft white 
paper document.  One member from each of the other three 
teams, the workgroup chair person, and the lead writer 
comprised the Technical Review Team.  A document termed 
Findings, Observations, and Questions (FOQ) was created  
in which all members of the white paper workgroup could 
add potential content for the white paper or provide  
comment regarding the input from the teams or other  
workgroup members.  The representative from each team 
would notify the lead writer what wording from the FOQ 
document they wanted to be included in the working  
draft of the white paper.  
 
Several topic area experts visited with the workgroup to 
discuss issues and present information that was incorporated 
into the white paper.  The MGWA is very appreciative of 
their willingness to assist the workgroup and in their actions 
to educate others about Minnesota groundwater.  The follow-
ing table summarizes the input provided by these individuals.Appendix Table 1.1 Summary of white paper workgroup  

meetings with invited guests
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Appendix 2.1
Teaching Assets and Resources  
Relating to Groundwater Education 
in Minnesota

Appendix Table 2.1 Examples of groundwater-education assets and resources grouped by primary user. [Information discovered 
through research for this white paper, such as from a January 5, 2015 meeting of water conservation task force at mdnr, or groups or 
resources without a published minnesota statewide strategy for education that have or could have value to educators and students.]

http://www.hamline.edu/education/cgee/youth-resources.html
http://www.h2oforlifeschools.org/
http://www.resourceaction.com/
https://www.smm.org/bigbackyard
http://www.seek.state.mn.us/
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/vnr/trout.html
https://www.anokacounty.us/1421/Water-Information-and-Management
http://www.groundwater.org/
https://www.co.dakota.mn.us/Environment/EducationResources/Pages/default.aspx
http://fmr.org/metro-watershed-partners
http://eastmetrowater.areavoices.com/
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http://www.d.umn.edu/prc/MMEW/index.html
http://mnearthscience.weebly.com/
http://www.geosociety.org/educate/
http://www.geosociety.org/index.htm
https://eos.org/agu-news/agu-talent-pool-programs-can-help-students-with-next-career-steps
http://www.jsg.utexas.edu/events/future-of-geoscience-undergraduate-education/
http://www.americangeosciences.org/
http://www.wrc.umn.edu/
http://www.stearnscountyswcd.net
http://www.ricecreek.org/
https://www.ramseycounty.us/residents/environment/ramsey-conservation-district
http://www.mnerosion.org/
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http://www.ngwa.org/Pages/default.aspx
http://portal.projectwet.org/
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/projectwet/minnesota.html
http://www.wrc.umn.edu/
https://water-research-library.mda.state.mn.us/pages/application/publicRecordSearch.xhtml
https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water
https://www3.epa.gov/watersense/about_us/index.html
http://sourcewatercollaborative.org/
http://water.usgs.gov/edu/mearthgw.html
http://water.usgs.gov/ogw/pubs.html
http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/gw/
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle.html
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/wsp2220
http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/gw_ruralhomeowner
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/ofr93643
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1139
http://water.usgs.gov/ogw/aquiferbasics/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/1405/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/1376/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/1384/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/1323/
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1279
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2003/circ1262/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2003/circ1260/
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1247/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2003/circ1243/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2002/circ1224/
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/circ1217/
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1200
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1186
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1182
http://pubs.water.usgs.gov/circ1174
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Appendix 2.2 Review Criteria and 
Analysis of Questions the Public Asks
About Groundwater

Poll provided to MGWA membership
Please select the category that most closely describes your 
organization: Private sector, State agency, 

Federal Agency, Local agency, Education, Other (Please 
specify). 

For each of the following questions, indicate whether you 
receive this question from the public Frequently, Sometimes, 
or Never:

General Questions 
1.  What is groundwater? 
2.  What is an aquifer and where do I find one? 
3.  Why should I care about groundwater? 
4.  Where does my well water come from? 
5.  Why is the depth of my well so much different than my 
neighbors? 
6.  Why can’t all of the water planning efforts be coordinated 
or combined into a single document? 

Groundwater Quantity 
7.  How come I just can’t keep drilling until I obtain the  
well yield that I want? 
8.  What rights do I have for how much groundwater I  
can use? 
9.  Who regulates groundwater pumping (Who do I contact)? 
10.  Why do we need to conserve groundwater? 
11.  Why is the city allowed to pump so much water  
and I can’t have a well to water my lawn? 

Groundwater Quality 
12.  Is my groundwater safe to drink? 
13.  How does contamination get into groundwater? 
14.  What should I have my well water tested for? 
15.  Who regulates and protects groundwater quality? 
16.  How long does it take to remove groundwater  
contamination? 

Data Collection and Research 
17.  Who (in Minnesota) is responsible for collecting and 
maintaining groundwater-related data?
18.  Doesn’t the State already have enough information to 
make a decision about whether (insert the name of the  
activity) is a problem or not? 

19.  How do I use groundwater data or the results of (insert 
the name of report)? 
20.  What additional contaminants should be tested in 
groundwater for the future? 
21.  Are our aquifers being over pumped and will we have 
enough water for future generations?
22.  What is the distribution of (insert the name of the 
groundwater contaminant) in my area?
23.  Option to enter as many as three of your own most fre-
quently received questions not addressed above:  

Criteria and Methodology Used for Analysis
The following criteria and methodology were used to evalu-
ate the Survey Monkey Poll that was sent mostly to the 
MGWA membership regarding commonly-received questions 
about groundwater from the public. Twenty-two questions 
were provided, and respondents were given the opportu-
nity to provide up to three questions which they commonly 
received from the public.

1.  Determine the most common group (General, Quantity, 
Quality, or Data Collection/Research) of questions asked, 
based upon the total number of times the questions within 
each group were assigned each of the frequency classifica-
tions listed in the survey.  Also note the total percent  
response for each frequency classification for all of the  
questions within a group, i.e., frequently, sometimes,  
never, (no response was interpreted as “never”).

2.  Calculate the frequency with which the questions within 
each group are most often asked, i.e., frequently, sometimes, 
never, no response (interpreted as “never”).

3.  Review the unique questions offered by respondents in 
response to question no. 23 on the poll (respondents were 
given the opportunity to list up to 3 of the questions they 
commonly receive from the public). 
 i. Discard questions that have little relevance to the  
     objectives of the White Paper. 
 ii. Identify whether a question is just a rewording of  
      one of the 22 survey questions or unique.  A re- 
      worded question will be treated as indicative of  
      the survey  
 question to which it is matched. 
 iii.  Determine whether the “non-reworded” unique  
        questions fall into one of the four designated  
        categories (General, Quantity, Quality, or Data  
        Collection/Research) or represent new  
        category(s) and assign the unique questions to  
        those categories accordingly. 
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 iv.  After aggregating the unique questions into  
       question categories, re-calculate the frequency  
       with which categories of questions and individual  
       questions are asked.  

Survey Findings 
Key findings of the “Public Questions” survey are  
summarized as follows:

• 183 people responded to the poll (Appendix Figure 2.2_1). 
51% of respondents worked for state agencies, 30% 
worked in the private sector, 7% worked for local agen-
cies, 2% worked for federal agencies, and 3% worked for 
educational institutions. 7% identified their employer as 
“Other”. 

• Overall, questions regarding Groundwater Quality were 
the most frequently asked, followed by questions about 
Data Collection and Research and General Questions (re-
spectively). Respondents indicated that questions about 
Groundwater Quantity were asked least frequently.

• Of individual questions, the question “Is my groundwater 
safe to drink?” was asked most frequently. The questions 
“How does contamination get into groundwater?” and 
“What should I have my well water tested for?” were 
asked the second-most frequently, according to  
respondents.

Appendix Figure 2.2-1 Employer of Respondents to 
the “Public Questions” Survey

• The least-asked question was “How come I just can’t 
keep drilling until I obtain the well yield that I want?”. 
The second-least asked questions were: “What is ground-
water?”, “Why is the city allowed to pump so much 
water and I can’t have a well to water my lawn?”, “What 
is groundwater?”, and “What rights do I have for how 
much groundwater I can use?”
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The following diagrams summarize responses to questions 
within one of the four categories:

Appendix Figure 2.2-2 General Questions about Groundwater

Appendix Figure 2.2-3 Questions about Groundwater Quantity
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Appendix Figure 2.2-4 Questions about Groundwater Quality

Appendix Figure 2.2-5 Questions about Data Collection and Research
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Appendix Table 2.2 indicates the frequency of  
responses for the 22 questions provided. “No Response” 
as interpreted as “Never”. Results of the survey are shown 
graphically on the preceding figures.

Appendix Table 2.2_2--Summary of Responses to Questions 1 through 22
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Minnesota College and University Web-based Sources 
of Information.

Appendix 3.1
Survey of Employers with Entry-Level 
Courses and Related Degree Requirements 
from Minnesota Colleges and Universities

https://apps.carleton.edu/curricular/geol/
https://gustavus.edu/general_catalog/current/geology
http://www.macalester.edu/academics/geology/courses/
http://cset.mnsu.edu/chemgeol/programs/geol/curriculum.html
http://www.stcloudstate.edu/programs/hydrology/
http://www.stcloudstate.edu/programs/earth-science/
http://www.stthomas.edu/geology/majors/
http://www.winona.edu/geoscience
https://www.crk.umn.edu/academics/agriculture-and-natural-resources-department/natural-resources
http://www.d.umn.edu/catalogs/current/
http://www.catalogs.umn.edu/documents/MorrisCourseDescriptions2015.pdf
http://www.cege.umn.edu/current/undergraduate
https://www.esci.umn.edu/Undergraduate-Studies-Program
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Web-based Sources of Information from Selected  
Colleges and Universities in Surrounding States

Note: Courses were included if the description identi-
fied that groundwater was either 1) the principle focus 
of the course, or 2) a significant portion of the subject 
matter. The time limits and resources faced by the 
workgroup did not permit a direct conversation with a 
representative of the postsecondary institution listed.  
Therefore, it is possible that some courses are not 
shown that may apply because they could not be  
assessed beyond the course description that is  
referenced on the postsecondary institution’s website. 

http://catalog.iastate.edu/collegeofengineering/civilengineering
http://catalog.iastate.edu/collegeofliberalartsandsciences/geology
http://catalog.iastate.edu/collegeofagricultureandlifesciences/environmentalscience
https://www.ndsu.edu/geosci/curricula/course_planner/
http://www.sdsmt.edu/GGE
https://clas.uiowa.edu/envsci/undergraduate-program/track-hydrosciences
https://clas.uiowa.edu/ees/undergraduate-program/bs-geoscience
http://catalog.registrar.uiowa.edu/courses/cee/
http://und-public.courseleaf.com/courseindex/
http://www.cege.umn.edu/current/undergraduate
https://www.engr.wisc.edu/department/civil-environmental-engineering/
http://geoscience.wisc.edu/geoscience/
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Groundwater-related Coursework Offered by  
Minnesota Colleges and Universities
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Groundwater-related Coursework Offered by  
Postsecondary Institutions in Surrounding States
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A survey was provided to employers with entry-level  
professional-groundwater positions to identify the skills 
required for such positions and any means by which those 
requirements are communicated to Minnesota postsecondary 
educational institutions.

Survey Recipients
The survey was distributed to Minnesota-based  
organizations in the public and private sectors. Public-sector 
organizations included state government agencies. Private-
sector organizations, including consulting and engineering 
firms, were identified from the MGWA membership roster. 
Some survey recipients in both the public and private sectors 
were identified as volunteers during the Spring 2016 MGWA 
meeting and the 2016 MGWA member survey.

Public-sector employers at the Minnesota state agencies were 
identified by the Interagency Groundwater Drinking Water 
Group. These survey recipients include the supervisors and 
managers within the agencies that engage in groundwater-
related activities. It is estimated that the survey was delivered 
to approximately 25 recipients at the state agencies through 
this method.

Private-sector employers were identified from the MGWA 
membership roster. For the purpose of this evaluation, 
private-sector employers include those organizations with a 
primary focus on groundwater services that are not drilling 
contractors or laboratory analytical services. The survey URL 
was delivered directly to an individual at each private-sector 
organization with at least five MGWA members and most 
organizations with three or more MGWA members. In some 
cases, the survey was provided to more than one contact at an 
organization with high MGWA membership to allow broad 
participation. The survey was delivered to 45 contacts at 34 
private-sector organizations.

Survey Questions
The survey was developed and delivered using the Survey-
Monkey.com online service. Survey recipients were emailed 
a link to the survey and a follow-up reminder email several 
weeks after the initial request. The survey consisted of the 
questions listed below. Questions offering an open-ended 
response are indicated. 

Appendix 3.2
Survey of Employers with 
Entry Level Professional
Groundwater Positions

1.  What general type of organization do you represent?
 • Private Sector
 • Public Sector
 • Academic
 • Non-Profit
 • Other (please specify) (Open-ended response)

2.  What coursework or skills are essential or desirable for  
a candidate for an entry level professional groundwater posi-
tion? (Ranked by necessity: Essential, Desirable, Optional)

• Aquifer testing and data analysis
• Basic GIS skills
• Basic hydrology
• Borehole geophysical data collection and analysis
• Collecting and verifying well data
• Concepts of groundwater-flow modeling
• Concepts of solute transport
• Data base/data entry skills
• Environmental engineering
• General chemistry
• Geological mapping methods
• Groundwater theory
• Hydrology or geology field camp
• Individual project relating to groundwater
• Laboratory methods for water analysis
• Land use management
• Land use planning
• Organic chemistry
• Physical geology
• Project organization and management
• Public speaking/communication
• Report writing
• Sample collection and documentation
• Surface geophysics
• Stratigraphy/stratigraphic analysis
• Statistical analysis
• Glacial geology
• Soil science/soil mechanics
• HAZWOPER
• Groundwater modeling experience
• Calculus (6 semester hrs)
• Physics (6 semester hrs)
• Engineering science
• Structural geology
• Civil or geological engineering
• Geochemistry
• Atmospheric science
• Computational/mathematical skills
• Other (please specify additional skills)  
  (Open-ended response)
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3. Do you have any further expectations or qualifications 
of an entry-level groundwater-professional job candidate 
that you could not specify under Question 2? It would be 
very helpful if you would add your thoughts and ideas here. 
(Open-ended response)

4. What is the degree level that a candidate for an entry level 
professional groundwater position needs for your organiza-
tion?

• Vocational-Technical degree
• Associate’s degree
• Bachelor’s degree
• Master’s degree
• Ph.D. degree

5. Do you communicate your hiring needs to the educational 
institutions from which you hire? If so, how? (Open-ended 
response)

6.How could communication between employers and educa-
tional institutions be enhanced? Check all that apply.

• Meeting face-to-face
• Periodically convene a forum to discuss
• Periodically repeat this on-line survey
• Other (please specify) (Open-ended response)

Survey Results and Analysis
Fifteen respondents participated in the survey. A summary of 
the key findings of the results is included below. Responses  
to open-ended questions and our interpretation of such  
responses are listed in Table 2.2.

Key findings of the Employer Survey include:

• 53% of respondents (n=8) worked for private-sector 
organizations and the remaining 47% (n=7) worked in 
the public sector. No respondents worked for academic, 
non-profit, or “other” organizations.

• The skills identified as Essential/Desirable/Optional are 
shown on Figure 2 of the paper, listed in decreasing order 
by the percentage of “Essential” responses. Those skills 
that are most basic to an understanding of groundwater 
were more frequently selected as “Essential”: “Basic 
hydrology” and “Groundwater theory” top the list. Skills 
not listed in the survey, but indicated by respondents 
as being essential or desirable include mineralogy and 
inverse optimization.

• Nearly two-thirds of respondents (73%) indicated that a 
Bachelor’s degree is the degree level required for entry-
level groundwater positions at their organization.

• A slight majority of respondents (53%) communicate 
their hiring needs with Minnesota educational  
institutions, primarily through either direct/personal  
communication or by providing job postings for  
distribution among students.

•  Respondents indicated a desire for improved communi-
cations between employers and postsecondary educators 
through direct/personal means, including face-to-face 
meetings and a periodic forum. A desire for an enhanced 
role by professional organizations such as MGWA in  
brokering this communication was also expressed.

I.  The following criteria were used to assess existing ground-
water education strategies primarily by government agencies, 
but also for individual educational institutions, or private-
sector organizations. The strategy includes:

a. An organization or public need and timeframe for  
implementation is stated for improving education about  
groundwater throughout Minnesota; 
b. The primary recipient(s) of specific groundwater  
education efforts is identified;
c. For each primary recipient, at least one of the following 
specific topics of groundwater education were included in 
the strategy: 

i. Basic groundwater concepts (aquifers physical charac-
teristics and distribution, water use rights, Minnesota 
laws or regulations, and sources of technical assistance)
ii. Groundwater quantity (pumping limits from wells, 
pumping interference with other groundwater users, 
recharge rates, estimated age of groundwater, and  
relations to surface water)
iii. Groundwater quality (drinking-water standards, 
sources of pollution, natural or manmade contaminants, 
and options for protection or remediation)
iv. Groundwater data (sources, types, and access; techni-
cal assistance for using data, and data collection efforts 
or targeted areas) and;

d. An assessment of education results and when this is to 
be conducted.

Appendix 4.1 
Criteria for Evaluating Components of 
a Statewide Strategy for Groundwater 
Education in Minnesota
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II. The following criteria were used to assess through  
coordination or partnerships among organization the  
likelihood of advancing a statewide strategy to promote  
improve groundwater education. The strategy includes:

a. Specific reasons are given for the need to collaborate 
with similar or other entities involved in increasing 
student or public understanding about water-resources 
or management and protection; At least one other entity 
that is implementing another strategy is identified that 
could help improve coordination or the development of a 
partnership; 
b. Added value to primary recipients of groundwater  
education through improved coordination;
c. The educational effort(s) of another strategy is clearly 
identified as well as the potential areas of overlapping  
effort between the two strategies.
d. An assessment of the perceived improvement in  
educational results through coordination is developed  
for sustaining or evolving the strategy;

See Appendix 4.2, Summary of Statewide Strategies that  
Include Groundwater Education, for how the workgroup  
applied the above criteria to various organizations.
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Appendix 4.2
Summary of Statewide Strategies that 
Include Groundwater Education
[“x”, means addressing criteria was implied]

http://freshwater.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/MDHNeedsAssess_FINAL2.pdf
http://masterwaterstewards.org/
https://metrocouncil.org/Wastewater-Water/Publications-And-Resources/WATER-SUPPLY-PLANNING/MASTER-WATER-SUPPLY-PLAN-2015/Master-Water-Supply-Plan,-Chapters-1-8.aspx
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https://metrocouncil.org/Wastewater-Water/Planning/Water-Resources-Management-Policy-Plan/WATER-RESOURCES-POLICIES/Water-Resources-Policy-Plan.aspx
http://www.bwsr.state.mn.us/publications/Strategic_Plan.pdf
http://www.mda.state.mn.us/~/media/Files/chemicals/nfmp/nfmp2015.pdf
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http://health.state.mn.us/water/institute/index.htm
http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/gwmp/gwsp-draftplan.pdf
http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/publications/waters/modelsandtools.pdf
https://www.eqb.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/documents/WaterReport_091715_FINAL_R.pdf
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11     10 10

http://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/166713
https://www.smm.org/
https://www.wrc.umn.edu/sites/wrc.umn.edu/files/minnesota_water_framework.pdf
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Appendix 4.3
Charter of the Interagency
Groundwater/Drinkingwater Group

Charge/scope:  
Coordinate statewide groundwater and drinking water pro-
tection and management efforts. 

The team will identify priority groundwater and drinking 
water protection and management issues that may affect 
Minnesota’s public health, welfare, and environment, and 
develop strategies for addressing them.  The team will focus 
on activities that affect groundwater and drinking water sus-
tainability (quality and quantity) including issues related to 
the interaction between groundwater and surface water, and 
ecosystem protection.  The team will also provide a forum 
for presentation and discussion of activities, research, and 
reports on Minnesota groundwater and drinking water.  

Team members will provide a level of support that reflects 
their resource capabilities.  All work shall be conducted co-
operatively with the team members responsible collectively 
for the work and success of the team.  The team may form 
subgroups to carry out its tasks.  All decisions and products 
shall be developed by consensus of the agencies.      

Membership:
• Randy Ellingboe, Tannie Eshenaur, Jim Kelly, Steve Rob-

ertson, MDH
• Katrina Kessler, MPCA
• Jason Moeckel, Brian Stenquist, Stephen Thompson, 

DNR
• Jeff Berg, Larry Gunderson Dan Stoddard, MDA
• Don Buckhout, Eric Mohring, BWSR
• Ali Elhassan, Lanya Ross, Met Council

Meeting Frequency: 
Monthly.

Tasks:
• Prepare joint presentations on ground water and drink-

ing water activities as needed.
• Use the Minnesota Groundwater and Surface Water Pro-

tection Strategies to prioritize work and develop inter-
agency budget proposals.

• Coordinate and promote enhanced data coordination.

• Charge and monitor activities of interagency subgroups 
working on 

• development of Groundwater Restoration and  
Protection Strategies reports for local planning  
and implementation; and

• coordination and development of statewide capacity 
for using groundwater models integrated with other 
quantitative data assessment tools.

• Identify interagency coordination needs on issues  
regarding contaminants of emerging concern, and  
recommend a plan to address those needs.

• Coordinate the interagency review of plans and reports 
on groundwater and drinking water.

Measures:  
Team continues to monitor groundwater and drinking water 
measures included in the Clean Water Performance Report, 
and develops new measures as needed. 

Draft outcomes:
• Statewide drinking water protection and groundwater 

sustainability efforts are coordinated and effective.
• Drinking water protection issues that affect the health 

and welfare of Minnesotans will be prioritized and strat-
egies that effectively address the barriers to successful 
implementation of drinking water protection efforts in 
Minnesota will be developed.

• Groundwater protection issues that affect ecosystem ser-
vices, sustainability and surface water quality/quantity 
will be prioritized and strategies that effectively address 
the barriers to successful implementation of groundwa-
ter protection efforts in Minnesota will be developed.

Additional outcomes that relate to interagency coordination 
(given the multi-agency approach Minnesota has to  
groundwater protection), groundwater monitoring/ 
mapping/information gathering, and groundwater- 
surface water interactions will be developed as needed.
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7. Do undergraduate degree 
requirements reflect employer 
hiring requirements?

8. Why is my well so much 
deeper than my neighbor’s well?

6. Are our aquifers being 
over pumped? Will we have 
enough groundwater for future 
generations?

5. How does groundwater 
become contaminated?

55-gallon drum containing waste.


